14810 Linden Ave. N.

Shoreline, WA 98133

(206) 363-0859

1/13,2/10,3/3 SNOWSHOE DAY TRIPS
The sport has grown do much in the past decade that many of the better developed cross country ski
centers have put in networks of marked snowshoe routes which crisscross the same terrain. This may
be because it is so easy to pick up the sport if you are a summer hiker, or because it offers an easy way
to enjoy the mountains during the winter when they are so beautiful. With snowshoes, slope and
proximity of trees is not so important as with nordic skis, so the trails can plunge straight down slope to
a lake shore or right up a creek valley. One of my favorite trails at Sun Mountain Lodge, Raider Creek,
has been converted to a snowshoe route.
Come with us for a day on the snow to try this popular sport of hiking on snowshoes. Trail options
vary from easy road grades to winding paths. No specific skills are needed but everyone should be
capable of spending the day on the trail.
Remember to bring a day pack with
water and a lunch. Previous experience
on snowshoes is not needed. A
guide/instructor will spend time with
the group in the morning so that
everyone has the opportunity to get
properly laced into their shoes, get an
orientation to the sport, and be able to
start down the path with proper
technique. Party members will then be
released to travel at their own pace if
they choose or can stick together as a
group. Provided: transit, maps. Dates
1/13, 2/10, 3/3, Cost per trip $47

MAIL THE FORM BELOW WITH YOUR MEMBERSHIP & DONATION
To: One World Outing Club; 14810 Linden Ave. N.; Shoreline, WA 98133
Annual Membership is $20 (www.outingclub.org)
Name:

Trip Title:

Address:

Room Mates:

,

Email

,

Zip:

Enclosed $:

,

Phone:
H.
O.Sign
,
I the above signed understand that there are risks and hazards involved in active sports including the activities I will
be participating in with One World Outing Club. I accept these risks as my responsibility and agree to release One
World Outing Club, their representatives, guides, and associates from any liability for accidents or injuries which
may occur during or traveling to and from said activities.

